Weak Polyelectrolyte Hydrogels
Modeled at Different Resolutions
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pH-dependent Ionization

Introduction

degree of ionization

• there exists a multitude of simple thermodynamic gel models (e.g. Flory-Rehner)
• phenomenological gel models contain many approximations and idealizations
⇒ experimental results often attributed to wrong origin
⇒ which approximations are justified?
• we investigate a hierarchy of gel models at different levels of resolution to find out

Particle-Based Models
Periodic Gel Model (gel MD)
•
•
•
•
•
•

coarse-grained Kremer-Grest polymer model
explicit ions, implicit solvent
perfect, diamond-like network with PBC
unit cell with 8 nodes and 16 chains (length N = 40)
conformations sampled with Langevin dynamics
acid ionization reaction (pK = 4)
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• α vs. pH in the reservoir: all models strongly deviate from ideal Henderson-Hasselbalch
prediction
⇒ “Donnan effect” due to Donnan partitioning
⇒ Can be subtracted by plotting α vs. pH in the gel (pHgel ,pHres)
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degree of ionization

and coupling to reservoir (exchange of salt) via GRxMC
method [2]
• simulation using ESPResSo [3]

Single-Chain Model (chain MD)

• same coarse-grained model and simulation methods as
gel MD
• only a single chain in cuboid with PBC
⇒ system size reduced by 16×
• end-to-end distance is kept fixed: Re = Lz + b
• assumes affine transformation of network:
Vchain = L3z /A = Lz · L2x,y
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• α vs. pH in the gel: only models with electrostatic interactions deviate from ideal curve
⇒ “polyelectrolyte effect” due to electrostatic interactions
⇒ chain PB only mean-field, thus smaller shift than particle-based models

• constant aspect ratio of box:
√
Lx,y /Lz = 1/ A = const.
• pressure calculated using virial expression

Swelling of the Gel
ionized acid

small cation

small anion
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Field-Based Models
Poisson-Boltzmann Model (chain PB)

• polymer chain represented by uniformly charged rod
• assumes affine transformation of network
• solve Poisson-Boltzmann equation in cylindrical
geometry:


1
1
2
(q+c+ (ρ) + q−c− (ρ) + qA− cA− (ρ))
∂ρ + ∂ρ ψ (ρ) = −
ρ
r0
• charge of cylinder determined via charge-regulation
approach:
c(ρ)Kc
−
cA (ρ) =
cH+ (ρ) + Kc
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Conclusion and Outlook
• particularly pronounced differences for titration curves between field- and particle-based
models
• all models predict key trends in swelling, including non-monotonic behaviour at high pH
⇒ cancellation of errors in field-based models
• comparison of GRxMC-method to gel experiments in a forthcoming paper [4]

Ideal Model (HH+Don)

• same as chain PB, but electrostatic interaction
suppressed by setting r = 104
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Determination of Swelling Equilibrium

P gel P res [bar]
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• pressure calculated as Pgel = 31 Pcap + 23 Pside
• simulation using COMSOL Multiphysics®

Swelling equilibrium between gel and reservoir is
determined by
• chemical equilibrium µ isys = µires
⇒ already fulfilled by simulation methods
• mechanical equilibrium Psys = Pres
⇒ construct pressure-volume curve and use
fit to determine equilibrium
⇒ phenomenological fit function:
b
f (L) = a +
tan (L − c)
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